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Abstract: This paper presents the effect of the tip shape of a wind turbine blade on aerodynamic forces, including the effects of separation, transition and stall. A National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) Phase-VI wind turbine blade was used, in which the shape of the tip was modified to a pointed tip. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations were employed for the analysis and the results were compared with the original NREL blade CFD and experimental data using ANSYS CFX (Ansys Inc., Delaware, PA, USA). To predict the separation and separation-induced transition on both near wall and far away, the shear-stress-transport (SST) Gamma-Theta turbulent model was used. The stall onset of a 20° angle of attack and its effects were also analyzed and presented. The value of torque with the pointed tip blade was found to be 3%–8% higher than the original NREL blade showing the benefit of the pointed tip. Normal force coefficient is lower at the tip for the pointed tip blade, which results in lower deformation of the blade. It was found that the pointed-tip blade is more efficient in terms of generating torque than the original NREL Phase-VI blade in the dynamic stall region of 10–15 m/s wind speeds.
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1. Introduction

Wind turbines are gaining popularity because they represent an eco-friendly source of power. Considerable amounts of research on increasing their power-generation capacity is currently being carried out. Wind can be considered as a form of solar energy because it is caused by the uneven heating of the atmosphere by the Sun, irregularities of the Earth’s surface and the rotation of the Earth. A wind turbine is the device which is used to extract energy from the wind. The design of wind turbine blades and their power-generation efficiency is currently a major research area.

Accurate aerodynamic-force evaluation is important for three-dimensional (3D) wind-turbine blade design. The performance of a 3D blade depends greatly on its aerodynamic-force characteristics. To evaluate these characteristics, wind-tunnel tests were conducted at the NASA Research Center for a two-dimensional (2D) airfoil [1,2] and a 3D wind-turbine blade [3,4].

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) conducted 2D wind-tunnel tests to elucidate the sectional aerodynamic forces. A S809 airfoil was used for these tests [3,4]. Wind-turbine design codes are based on aerodynamic forces derived from 2D wind-tunnel airfoil test results. Practical
wind-turbine blades undergo many complex aerodynamic phenomena that are difficult to replicate in the 2D wind tunnel tests.

In field tests, wind turbines exhibit severe unsteady 3D transient effects, which 2D analysis fails to predict. Thus, to induce an accurate 3D effect on a turbine blade, it was necessary to build a full-scale 3D wind-turbine blade. After doing considerable research work, the Phase-VI wind-turbine blade made by NREL was selected for the 3D wind-tunnel tests in the NASA Ames Research Center.

These tests captured 3D aerodynamic effects which are relevant to practical field cases. As a result many researchers have used these 3D Phase VI wind-turbine blade data to verify their findings. The 3D wind-tunnel tests were able to measure and identify most of the aerodynamic effects— including stall, turbulence, and separation—at high wind speeds.

Although the 3D wind-tunnel tests can describe most of the aerodynamic effects on a wind-turbine blade, it is not possible to use a wind tunnel to optimize every wind-turbine blade performance. Owing to this limitation, the blade-element momentum (BEM) theory was formulated, which employs 2D wind-tunnel test data to calculate 3D aerodynamic effects to design and optimize wind-turbine blades [5–7]. Although BEM can calculate 3D wind-turbine blade results, it cannot perfectly predict aerodynamic effects such as stall and separation, because it employs 2D data.

Even though BEM was the first and is a reliable process, due to its limitations in capturing 3D effects, recently newly generated numerical methods like the vortex lattice method (VLM) [8] and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [9–18] are becoming popular for the calculation of aerodynamic forces. The vortex-lattice method is divided into prescribed-wake methods and free-wake methods for its calculation. However viscous effects and turbulence effects are neglected in these methods [10] which are important features in practical wind turbine blade calculation. To address all the challenges of practical conditions of a turbine blade, wind energy community currently started to use CFD. The earliest use of CFD was in predicting 2D flows around a span wise section of a wind turbine blade. However, with the availability of increased computing power, it has been used on all scales: from the airfoil boundary layer to the atmospheric boundary layer. The majority of models are based on the incompressible Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) model.

CFD code has been used to model several equations that predict the effects of boundary conditions under turbulence and their effect on the wall function and integrated boundary function. Several model equations have yielded proper predictions for both near-wall and larger-scale boundary-effect cases. A correlation based model, SST Gamma-Theta, has been introduced in this work which can predict near wall and larger scale boundary effects and can accurately measure the viscous sublayer boundary flow and transitional flow [19,20]. This model is employed in this work owing to its more precise prediction of stall, separation, and transition effects near the boundary [21,22].

The blade shape is a very important criterion in wind-turbine blade design. Power generation is found to be highly sensitive to even a minor change in the shape of the blade, especially in the region near the blade’s tip. The region near the tip greatly influences the aerodynamic force along the span and hence the power. The design of a blade, as in most engineering solutions, is a complex compromise. The shape of the tip of a wind turbine blade is currently getting priority in blade design research. Although research has been performed on the effects of the pointed-tip blade shape, the detailed flow characteristics (separation or transition) and aerodynamic-force characteristics of the pointed-tip blade have not yet been demonstrated successfully [15–18].

Thus, in the present work, a pointed-tip blade was employed to evaluate the aerodynamic forces and their effects on stall and flow separation using CFD. The SST Gamma-Theta turbulent-transition model was used to simulate the airflow around a 3D NREL Phase-VI wind-turbine blade. To investigate the characteristics and advantages of the pointed tip, the blade geometry of the tip section of NREL Phase-VI blade was changed from the original shape by decreasing the chord length. The design was implemented using an ANSYS 3D geometry modeler. A large number of meshes were generated because a high-quality mesh allows better prediction. The Y+ value was less than one for accurately obtaining the effects of the separation and transition in the near wall of the blade in low-Reynold
number flow [18]. The ANSYS CFX software was used for the simulation. The sectional and overall changes in aerodynamic forces were examined under several wind speed conditions. The results were compared with the CFD and experimental results of the original NREL blade to show the advantages of pointed tip blade.

2. Blade Geometry and Methodology

The NREL Phase-VI wind turbine was developed at the NASA Ames Research Center. It was made with realistic rotating blade geometry under closely matched conditions of dynamic similarity and in the presence of strictly controlled inflow conditions. This airfoil was optimized to improve wind energy power production and is less sensitive to leading edge roughness [4]. The blade design was optimized on annual energy capture subject to the design constraints imposed for the instrumentation [22]. This NASA Ames facility was designed to provide accurate and reliable experimental measurements with a high spatial and temporal resolution. The tower height and blade diameter of NREL UAE Phase-VI wind turbine was 12.5 and 10.6 m, respectively, as shown in Figure 1.
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**Figure 1.** Full scale National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) Phase VI wind turbine blade and its dimensions [3,4].

The NREL Phase-VI blade is made of S809 which is a 21% thick laminar-flow airfoil [2]. The blade was divided into five sections along the span-wise direction. Several pressure taps were used on each section for testing purpose as shown in Figure 2a,b.
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**Figure 2.** Sectional and span-wise pressure tap locations on NREL Phase VI Blade [3,4]. (a) Sectional pressure taps distribution; and (b) span wise pressure tap distribution.
The design process used extensive trade-off studies that considered nonlinear taper and twist, and additional airfoils. Based on that study, a linear taper and a nonlinear twist distribution is used for S809 airfoil from root to tip. In the current study the same twist distribution was kept for the entire blade. In case of taper, the only change was in the last 10% of the span where the shape of the tip changed to a pointed tip shape as shown in Figure 3a,b [4]. The blade chord was tapered from 0.737 m at 0.25 R (where R is the span of the blade) to 0.356 m at the tip. The twist decreased from 20.0° at 0.25 R to −2.0° at the tip. The blade was pitched about an axis located at 30% of the chord length along the leading edge and centered between the blade’s upper and lower surfaces at that chord location as shown in Figure 3c.

Figure 3. Cont.
Figure 3. Geometry of NREL Phase-VI pointed tip blade: 3D pointed tip blade, twist, taper and side views. (a) NREL original Phase-VI blade and modified pointed tip blade; (b) twist angle and taper distribution along the blade span; and (c) side view of original and pointed tip NREL Phase VI blade.

A rectangular computational domain was generated for the CFD simulation, to determine the flow behavior around the blade. To find the optimum domain size, several domains with varying sizes were generated. The domain used in this work was considered optimum through comparative studies. A cylindrical domain was also generated around the blade within the rectangular domain as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Computational fluid domain definitions with its full dimension.
This cylindrical domain is a rotating one which elucidates the blade-rotation phenomena. The rest of the rectangular domain remained fixed to represent the fixed-airflow condition. An interface connected the rotating and the fixed domain. The angular rotational speed of 72 rpm is used for the circular domain. The commercial software ANSYS was used for the blade design, simulation, and generation of results. The blade was modeled using a geometry modeler and divided into 16 sections. An unstructured grid was generated along the domain for the CFD calculations. The accuracy of the calculation greatly depends on the quality of the grid. Approximately six million nodes were generated in near-wall mesh to keep the grid size sufficiently small which gives proper Y+ value of less than one. This fine mesh is important to get proper boundary wall condition. Y+ values more than 30 and 150 were also tested which failed to predict the near wall flow conditions accurately.

To define the boundary conditions, the rectangular front side was defined as the inlet, and the opposite end was defined as the outlet. All other surfaces of the rectangular domain were considered symmetric. The boundary condition of the blade was defined as wall. For the interface between the circular and the rotating domain, a mixing frame was considered.

The ANSYS CFX solver was used for the numerical calculations. CFX employs the Reynolds Average Navier–Stokes equation to solve fluid flow problems. To obtain a high accuracy, high-resolution solver control criteria were selected. The simulations were performed using the SST Gamma-Theta turbulent model, which predicts the transition, separation, and stall effect. To perform the calculation for several velocities, the inlet wind speed was varied. The results were collected from a post-processor.

3. Turbulent-Transition Model

The fundamental basis of CFD is the Navier–Stokes equation. Various turbulence equations are incorporated using this equation to solve engineering problems in several fields. In this current work SST Gamma-Theta turbulence model is used to predict near wall separation and transition effects on the boundary wall.

The SST turbulence model was formulated to predict the separation effect more accurately. This model combines the k-ε and k-ω models via the blending function. First, k-ω turbulence model equations were developed to improve the near-wall formulation of k-ε, which can predict either the near-wall effect or the turbulent-length scale in an adverse pressure gradient [19]. However, they exhibit a high sensitivity to the solution in the free-stream region outside of the boundary layer. A variation to these model equations that combines both equations was proposed as the SST turbulent model by Menter [19]. Although this model predicts both near-wall and larger-scale boundary effects, it is inaccurate for the viscous-sub-layer formulation and transitional flow and it sometimes bypasses the transitional effect. To overcome this, a new correlation-based model called the SST Gamma-Theta turbulent model [20,21] was introduced. This model was employed in this work owing to its better prediction capability of the stall, separation, and transition during boundary and turbulence effects compared to other available models [20,21].

The goal of developing the Gamma-Theta transition model was to develop a transition model based on local variables that could be easily implemented using modern CFD code with unstructured grids and massive parallel execution. The Gamma-Theta transition model has two equations also combined with the two ω-based equation turbulence models (SST, Baseline (BSL)). Transitional onset Reynolds number is one of the key formulas. The blending function used in this equation, which is zero in the free stream and one in the boundary layer is to take into account the diffusion from free stream. To trigger the boundary layer transition, the correlation based intermittency is done on transition onset.

In the SST Gamma-Theta turbulence model, the coupling of transition to turbulence model has been incorporated. This increases the robustness of the model by predicting the separated flow transition and also the effects of high-free-stream turbulence levels on buffered laminar boundary layers, so the SST Gamma-Theta turbulence model can describe the free stream intermittency and also can describe the change of shear stress. It helps to understand the flow which changes from laminar to
turbulence by using blending function. This blending function of Gamma-Theta turbulence model makes better understanding of the transitional effect.

4. Results and Discussion

Results were generated for five span-wise sections under various wind speed conditions. They are: (i) the pressure coefficient ($C_p$) distribution in all five sections of the blade for different wind speeds; (ii) wind-speed contour of the entire blade (top and front views); (iii) normal and tangential forces along the span of the blade; (iv) integrated torque and thrust forces; and (v) streamline flow distribution on the suction and pressure sides of the blade surface. The Reynolds number is calculated based on chord length of 1 m. The wind speeds considered were 7, 10, 13, 15, and 20 m/s. The rotational speed considered is 72 rpm ($\omega = 7.5$ rad/s) which corresponds to tip speed ratio of 1.5–7.5. The design wind speed is 7.2 m/s and tip speed ratio is 5.2 based on wind blade radius of 5.029 m and rpm of 72. The results were compared with the CFD and experimental results for the original NREL blade.

4.1. Stall Definitions

Figure 5 shows the lift ($C_l$) and drag ($C_d$) coefficients as a function of the angle of attack (AOA for four different Reynolds numbers: $Re = 1,500,000, 1,250,000, 1,000,000$, and 750,000, corresponding to wind speeds of 25, 20, 15, and 10 m/s, respectively. These values are obtained from the NREL experimental results of S809 airfoil. $C_l$ and $C_d$ values are plotted with AOA, ranging from $-20^\circ$ to $40^\circ$. The figure shows that the value of $C_l$ increases almost linearly from $0^\circ$ to $7^\circ$ AOA indicating a fully attached flow region, then flattens out and reaches a peak value at an AOA of about $15^\circ$. In this region the flow experiences onset of separation and transition. From AOA values of about $15^\circ$–$20^\circ$ the $C_l$ decreases from a maximum to a minimum value. This region is called the dynamic stall region and is shown as a pink rectangular box. From $20^\circ$ to $40^\circ$ the flow is fully detached and is called the deep stall region.

![Lift/Drag force coefficient (C_l/C_d)](image)

Figure 5. Lift and drag coefficient at different angle of attack for 2D S809 airfoil at various Reynolds number and the change of stall region with angle of attack.
Figure 6 shows the 3D span-wise AOA variation of the NREL blade with appropriate twist at varying wind speeds with constant RPM. At different wind speeds, the AOA changes along the span of the blade. At higher wind speeds near the hub region, the AOA is relatively high even with the high twist angle. The rectangular box in Figure 6 indicates the dynamic-stall region. At a wind speed of 5 m/s, the flow remains attached because the AOA along the entire span remains low. The blade span-wise AOA is slightly higher at a wind speed of 7 m/s, but is below the stall region; however, separation and transition may occur. At a wind speed of 10 m/s, the AOA increases above 20° in the hub region. The stall onset of full separation at 20° AOA occurs between the hub and the tip at near 46.7% span where the flow is fully separated from the leading edge to the trailing edge. The blade remains in the dynamic-stall condition up to 80% span. It also faces the stall onset of full separation at 20° AOA near the mid-span and near-tip regions at wind speeds of 13 and 15 m/s respectively. Thus, the 10 m/s wind speed can be defined as onset of the stall wind speed. The dynamic-stall region is defined by the wind-speed range of 10 to 15 m/s. At higher speeds of 20 and 25 m/s, flow on the whole blade span remains fully separated, indicating a very high AOA. This region is defined as deep-stall wind speed region.

![Angle of attack distribution at various wind speeds, 20 degree stall onset for 3D blade and its relationship with 2D stall location.](image_url)

**Figure 6.** Span wise angle of attack distribution at various wind speeds, 20 degree stall onset for 3D blade and its relationship with 2D stall location.

### 4.2. Pressure Coefficient, Velocity and Pressure Contours

The pressure coefficient $C_p$ is a non-dimensional pressure distribution along the chord of the airfoil. $C_p$ is defined as the ratio of the difference in static and free stream pressures and the dynamic pressure. $C_p$ is plotted upside-down with negative values (suction) on the top part of the plot. It starts from the stagnation point near the leading edge, changes suddenly on both upper and lower surfaces and finally recovers to a small positive value near the trailing edge.

Figure 7 represents the distributions of the pressure forces on five different sections of the blade at several wind speeds. Five m/s and 7 m/s are the low wind speed range. At this wind speed blade span AOA remains in the pre stall region. Blade span AOA is mainly in attached flow region at 5 m/s wind speed where the flow remains attached along the entire span. This result is similar for pointed tip blade and original NREL blade. The same phenomenon happens at a wind speed of 7 m/s. At high wind speeds of 20 and 25 m/s the flow is completely separated. As a result very little variation was observed between these two speeds. Therefore the results for low wind speed cases (5 and 7 m/s) and one of the high wind speed cases, 25 m/s, are not included in the discussion.
Figure 7. Cont.
Figure 7. Sectional Pressure coefficient ($C_p$), pressure and velocity contour distribution at different wind speeds for pointed tip blade. (a) 10 m/s (b) 13 m/s; (c) 15 m/s; and (d) 20 m/s wind speed.
Wind speed-10 m/s: The span-wise AOA starts to increase to dynamic stall and deep stall regions at 10 m/s wind speed. Between 46.7% to near 80% span location the blade remains in the dynamic stall region. At 46.7% span the blade faces the onset of full separation of 20° AOA. At the leading edge, 30%–63.3% of blade span, the $C_p$ curve of the pointed-tip blade is found to be higher than that of the NREL blade. This is because of the effect of the onset of stall and dynamic stall. After this span, the rest of the blade up to hub remains in deep stall region. Due to the stall effect flow starts to separate from the blade surface at around 63.3% span location. At this wind speed, the $C_p$ distribution of pointed-tip blade starts to deviate from that of the original NREL blade because of the pointed tip shape effect as shown in Figure 7a. The pointed tip shape reduces the turbulent flow near the tip and affects the separated flow on the whole blade span.

Wind speed-13 m/s: At a wind speed of 13 m/s (Figure 7b), flow separation on the blade starts at 80% span, i.e., the separation point moves towards the tip. The 20° AOA, which is the onset of fully separated flow, occurs on the mid span. The rest of the blade up to the hub is in the deep-stall region where flow is fully separated. Thus, the variation in the $C_p$ distribution of the pointed-tip blade with respect to experimental and CFD results for the original NREL blade shape starts in the same region. The $C_p$ at 30% span of the blade show large discrepancies compared with the $C_p$ of the experimental results. Near the tip at 95% span there is some discrepancy between pointed tip and original NREL blade $C_p$ distributions which is due to pointed tip shape effect on the flow separation.

Wind speed-15 m/s: At 15 m/s wind speed the blade span AOA near the hub become high enough to be in deep stall region (Figure 6), so flow gets fully separated from the hub to 80% span location as shown in Figure 7c. It also faces the onset of full separation of 20° AOA at 90% span location. Flow has some transitional effect at 95% span location of the blade due to dynamic stall effect. As a result near the tip region $C_p$ distribution deviates from the original NREL blade result due to its pointed tip effect on the transitional flow condition.

Wind speed-20 m/s: 20 m/s is high wind speed at which blade span AOA become high enough to be in deep stall region along the entire span Figure 7d. In this deep stall region flow gets totally separated from the leading edge towards the trailing edge of the blade surface. In every section of the blade the flow gets fully separated. Therefore the variation of the aerodynamic force between the original blade and pointed tip blade is negligible.

4.3. Sectional Flow Contour Around the Blade

Front and top views of the velocity contours of both the NREL and the pointed-tip blade are shown in Figure 8 for comparison for the five different wind speed cases. At the wind speed of 7 m/s, the flow was similar for both cases. Flow separation mainly starts at 10 m/s wind speed near 46.7% span location. The effect of onset of stall at this wind speed is responsible for this change. From the top view it is found that at low wind speeds such as 7 m/s, the flow pattern remains uniform after it passes over the blade. When the wind speed increases to 10 m/s, a wake starts to form while the flow passes the blade. Therefore it is expected that changes of aerodynamic force between the original blade shape and pointed tip blade at 7 m/s wind speed will be negligible. The variation starts to show at 10 m/s and higher.

At the wind speed of 13 m/s, the flow turbulence is higher than the previous wind speeds. A change in the flow pattern is observed near the hub and tip at the trailing edge which is the effect of stall onset of full separation of 20° AOA. Flow separation spreads from hub towards the tip at 15 m/s wind speed. As the wind speed increases, the 20° AOA shifts to near the tip. This results in full separation of the flow on the blade surface. The flow remains attached only near the tip region. There is negligible change near the tip for both blade shapes. The wind speeds of 13 and 15 m/s yield a high wake, as well as the separation of the flow from the blade surface, so the aerodynamic forces at this region for the pointed-tip blade are expected to be similar to those of the NREL blade. At the higher wind-speed of 25 m/s, the flow fully separates from the blade surface, and the whole blade
span remains in the deep-stall region. From a top view, the flow is found to be totally scattered, and the separation rate is high. Little variation in the flow condition for all wind speed cases was observed between the pointed-tip blade and the CFD results for the original NREL blade.

In CFD simulations, the Y+ effect is an important phenomenon for obtaining good predictions and results. Y+ is kept less than one for all the calculations at different wind-speed conditions. This value of less than one allows us to accurately predict the near-wall flow effects of the separation and transition. The Y+ values are kept less than one for both the original NREL blade and the pointed-tip blade.

Figure 8. Sectional front and top flow contours around the blade at different wind speeds. (a) Front view; and (b) top view.

4.4. Aerodynamic-Force Coefficient

At the wind speed of 5 m/s, the tangential-force coefficient of the pointed-tip blade exhibits very little discrepancy with the experimental and CFD results for the original NREL blade as shown in Figure 9a. It has a smooth, slightly concave curve. The flow is perfectly attached to the blade because the whole blade span AOAs are low at this wind speed. As a result the difference in aerodynamic force between two blade shapes is negligible. There is slight decrease in normal force near the tip compared to original NREL blade as shown in Figure 9a. This is expected because of the decreased area of the shape near the tip.
Normal force coefficient: original NREL, CFD, 7m/s
Normal force coefficient: pointed tip, CFD, 7m/s
Normal force coefficient: experiment, NREL, 7m/s

Normal force coefficient: original NREL, CFD, 13m/s
Normal force coefficient: pointed tip, CFD, 13m/s
Normal force coefficient: NREL (3D experiment, 13m/s)

Tangent force coefficient: original NREL, CFD, 13m/s
Tangent force coefficient: pointed tip, CFD, 13m/s
Tangent force coefficient: NREL (3D experiment, 13m/s)

Tangent force coefficient: original NREL, CFD, 5m/s
Tangent force coefficient: pointed tip, CFD, 5m/s
Tangent force coefficient: NREL (3D experiment, 5m/s)
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Figure 9. Cont.
At 7 m/s, as previously discussed, the blade-span AOAs are slightly higher than the 5 m/s but still the entire blade remains in the pre-stall region—inducing only a transitional effect on the blade. The major flow remains attached. Thus, the tangential force coefficient is slightly higher than 5 m/s wind speed as shown in Figure 9b. The results show small variation between the two blades. The tangential force of the pointed tip blade is slightly over predicted, at around 46.7% section, compared to the NREL blade because of the higher $C_p$ near the leading edge. There is negligible deviation in the normal force coefficient between the pointed-tip blade and original NREL blade because this coefficient has a smaller dependency on the near wall flow behaviors. The irregular flow separation on the suction side greatly affects the tangential force coefficient but not the normal force coefficient.

Tangential force coefficients are significantly overpredicted by the CFD simulations both for pointed-tip blade and original NREL blade shape at a wind speed of 10 m/s compared to the NREL
experimental data as shown in Figure 9c. In experimental results the NREL blade tangential force drops due to the stall effect but this cannot be predicted in CFD simulations due to stall delay. The $C_p$ distribution at this wind speed for the pointed tip blade is higher than in the NREL blade results at 46.7% span of the blade which is the onset of full separation of 20° AOA (Figure 6). The blade also faces a dynamic stall effect due to which the tangential force coefficient for the pointed tip blade is found to be higher than for the NREL blade. This higher tangential force coefficient value does have a beneficial effect on the torque. The change in the normal force coefficient, as shown in Figure 9c, is not significant at 10 m/s wind speed. The only deviations are observed as expected at the tip. This lower value at the tip has an effect on deflection of the blade. In the mid span, force is higher than the NREL blade which may not influence the total value of normal force coefficient.

The tangential force coefficient along the span suddenly decreases at 13 m/s wind speed as shown in Figure 9d. This is because the $C_p$ value also decreases at 46.7% span. As described in Figure 6, at this wind speed the blade span AOA near hub remains in the deep-stall region which causes a high separation of flow along the span. The tangential force coefficient again increases at 80% span, where the sectional AOA is in the dynamic-stall region. This is where the separation and transitional flow occur. Near the tip, due to the critical stall onset of the full separation effect of 20° AOA, the value of the tangential force becomes higher than for the NREL blade, which is beneficial for torque force. This stall effect also has an influence on normal force coefficient of the pointed tip blade near the tip, where the values become lower than for the NREL blade.

As the wind speed increases to 15 m/s, the effect of stall becomes more prominent, which makes the decrease in the value of tangential force coefficient earlier than previous wind speed cases as shown in Figure 9e. Compared to NREL blade, the pointed tip blade has a higher tangential force coefficient value only near the tip (around 85% span) where the onset of full separation has taken place as indicated in Figure 9e. In the case of the normal force coefficient, there is only a small variation in the values between the two blade shapes.

The aerodynamic force coefficient characteristics for high wind speeds of 20 and 25 m/s are similar. At this wind speed the blade sectional AOAs are all in the deep-stall region where flow gets fully separated from the blade surface. Thus, the tangential force coefficients, as shown in Figure 9f,g, decrease to negative values from 80% span up to the tip for both blades. The $C_p$ graph shows that the pressure variation is very small at every section. The tangential force coefficient distribution for the pointed tip blade agrees very well with the results of the original NREL blade because at high speed the flow is fully separated and thus the effect of blade shape is negligible. For the normal force coefficient, the effect of the reduced area of the pointed tip blade makes the value lower than for the NREL blade. This lower value will help in the stability of the blade.

4.5. Streamline Flow on the Blade Surface

The streamline flow distribution on blade surface helps predict the 3D flow behavior on the blade surface. Figure 10a,b present the suction side flow distribution on NREL and pointed tip blade, respectively. The well-organized vertical and sloping radial streamlines shown in the figures indicate the attachment and flow separation on the blade surfaces for all wind speeds, respectively. The color contour shows the wall shear stress.

At a wind speed of 5 m/s, flow is attached to the entire blade surface on the suction side as shown in Figure 10a,b. This phenomenon is similar for both blade shapes. Therefore the change of aerodynamic forces between the two blades at this wind speed is negligible as found earlier.

At a wind speed of 7 m/s, the blade-span AOA is higher than that in previous wind-speed cases, therefore separation and transition start to occur near the hub region on the suction side of both blades as shown in Figure 10. On the rest of the blade on the suction side, flow still remains attached. For the pointed-tip blade, the streamline flow is found to be more attached compared with those of the original blade as indicated in Figure 10a. This yields a slightly higher aerodynamic force at the 7 m/s wind speed.
At a wind speed of 10 m/s, the blade span faces a higher AOA of the deep stall region near the hub. The flow mainly remains attached from the mid chord to the leading edge on the suction side of the blade, except near the hub and tip (Figure 10a). This is because at this wind speed 46.7%–80% span
of the blade is in dynamic stall region where flow transition occurs. The stall onset of full separation of 20 degree AOA is on the 46.7% span of the blade. Flow remains attached from 80% span up to the tip region. This attached flow is found to be more prominent on the pointed tip blade. This high attached flow characteristics on the tip and stall onset region are reflected in the values of aerodynamic force coefficient and hence the power curve. At a wind speed of 13 m/s, the flow-separation region on the suction side increases. This is influenced by the high AOA along the blade span. The regions from the hub to almost 63.3% span exhibit flow separation on blade suction side as shown in Figure 10a. Even the flow is separated on the trailing edge after 63.3%–95% span of the blade. Only a small streamline flow in the region near the tip remains attached. On 80% span of the blades where AOA is 20°, the trailing edge flow for the pointed tip blade is found to be more attached than in the NREL blade as shown in Figure 10a,b. This attached flow leads to a higher tangential force coefficient for the pointed tip blade.

At a wind speed of 15 m/s, the flow is almost fully separated throughout the blade except near the tip on the suction side. Due to deep stall effect the flow separation is high at this wind speed. Near the tip due to the shape effect flow attachment is less prominent for the NREL blade than for the pointed tip blade. Stall onset of full separation is near 90% span of the blade where flow attachment is high for the pointed tip blade. This higher attached flow also affects the aerodynamic forces which results in a higher tangential force coefficient of the pointed tip blade. In addition, the value of the normal force coefficient near the tip region of the pointed tip blade gives lower result than the other shape. This is better for stability of the blade.

When the wind speed increases to 20 m/s, the flow completely separates on the suction side. At this wind speed, the entire blade is in the deep-stall region, and there is fully separated flow on suction side because of the higher AOA. This is true at wind speeds of 20 m/s or higher for the pointed-tip blade and the original NREL blade. There is slight transitional effect on the pressure side at 80%–90% span. Flow is mainly attached at this side of the blade. In this case flow separation is high at suction side, which leads to reduced effect of the tip shape on aerodynamic forces. A similar streamline flow separation like 20 m/s wind speed is also observed at 25 m/s.

In the deep stall region of 20 and 25 m/s wind speeds flow is fully separated from the blade surface. This leads to a negligible effect of the pointed tip shape on the aerodynamic force coefficient. In low wind speed cases the change of aerodynamic force is also negligible. Only in the 10–15 m/s wind speed region where flow transitions occurs on the blade surface, the shape of the tip affects the aerodynamic forces. 10 m/s wind speed is considered as the stall wind speed due to blade span facing all the stall effects.

4.6. Torque and Thrust

The results for torque and thrust are presented in Figures 11 and 12 and compared with previously reported results for different wind speeds. The graphs of Figure 12 compare the simulated results for the pointed-tip geometry and the original NREL blade with SST Gamma-Theta turbulence models. They also show data from NREL experiments, BEM, vortex-method and several CFD simulations performed by other researchers.

The simulation shows excellent agreement at high wind speeds (20–25 m/s) and low wind speeds (5–7 m/s) but overpredicts in the medium speed range of 10 to 15 m/s, where the blade span faces the stall effect of transition of 20° AOA and dynamic stall effects.

At low wind speeds, the torque is similar for pointed-tip blade and the original NREL blade (Figure 11). This is because the blade overall span AOA is low and remains in the pre-stall region. Thus, there is no separation on the blade surface, and consequently, the tangential force is similar between the pointed-tip blade and the original NREL blade. Owing to the strong attachment of the flow at a wind speed of 7 m/s, the tangential-force coefficient is slightly higher for the pointed-tip blade compared with the original NREL blade, which helps to increase the torque.
which gives a higher tangential-force coefficient. Therefore, the torque of the pointed tip blade is higher where flow changes occur, which increases the tangential force. The tangential force is higher for the pointed-tip blade, the flow is more strongly attached in the dynamic stall region compared with the original NREL blade. This yields around 8% higher torque for the pointed-tip blade compared with the original NREL blade. Although the torque of the pointed tip is highest at a wind speed

Figure 11. Comparison of torque from various research on NREL Phase-VI blade and pointed tip blade at different wind speed conditions and their relation with stall effect [5,11–13].

Figure 12. Comparison of thrust on NREL Phase VI blade and pointed tip blade with different wind speed conditions.

At a wind speed of 10 m/s, the blade faces the stall onset of 20° AOA at 46.7% of the span, where flow changes occur, which increases the tangential force. The tangential force is higher for the pointed-tip blade in this region because flow remains more attached for the pointed-tip blade than the original NREL blade. This yields around 8% higher torque for the pointed-tip blade compared with the original NREL blade at the 10 m/s wind speed. Thus, the power will also be high for the pointed-tip blade at this wind speed. At wind speeds of 13 and 15 m/s, the blade remains in the dynamic stall region. The stall-onset effect was observed in the region near the tip. For the pointed-tip blade, the flow is more strongly attached in the dynamic stall region compared with the original NREL blade which gives a higher tangential-force coefficient. Therefore, the torque of the pointed tip blade is higher than for the original NREL blade. Although the torque of the pointed tip is highest at a wind speed
of 10 m/s, it decreases at 15 m/s wind speed due to the stall-regulated nature of the NREL Phase VI wind turbine blade, but still remains higher than in the original blade. Because of the higher torque the pointed-tip blade exhibits better predictability and yields higher blade effectiveness than the original NREL blade. At a 20 m/s wind speed, the results between the two blades are similar. At 25 m/s, the torque for the pointed-tip blade matches the CFD results of the NREL blade. The variation of the results is negligible because at separation the effect of the tip is less. The thrust values with different wind speeds are presented in Figure 12. Our simulations for both the pointed-tip and original NREL blades are compared with the NREL experimental data and results from another simulation [18].

As expected, the simulations exhibit good agreement but underpredict the experimental data in the post stall region of 10–25 m/s wind-speed cases. At 13 and 15 m/s wind speeds, the CFD thrust forces for both pointed-tip and NREL blades are lower than the experimental results. At 20 m/s, this variation decreases. It is found that the pointed-tip blade yields a lower value of the thrust than the original NREL blade. This lower value of thrust force at high wind speeds is expected to be beneficial for the blade stability.

5. Conclusions

The aerodynamic forces on the pointed-tip blade were compared with the forces on the original NREL blade. It was found that pointed-tip blade yields better aerodynamic forces which would result in higher power than NREL blade. The SST Gamma-Theta turbulent model was selected as solver equation because it can successfully incorporate near-wall transitional-to-turbulent effects in the high-separation region with high-resolution of grid.

At low wind speeds (5–7 m/s cases), changes of aerodynamic forces between the pointed tip and NREL blade were found to be negligible. When the wind speed becomes 10 m/s, the blade faces the onset of full separation as well as the effect of dynamic stall. This is the region where flow transitions occur and the effect of the tip shape becomes prominent. As a result, the tangential force coefficient and hence the torque becomes about 10% higher compared to the NREL blade. The blade also faces similar effects at 13 and 15 m/s wind speed, which results in 8%–10% higher torque. At higher wind speeds of 20 and 25 m/s, flow gets totally separated due to the deep stall effect. Therefore, there is negligible change in aerodynamic force characteristics on both the blade shapes.

It is clear that in the dynamic stall region (10–15 m/s wind speed) where the separation induced transitional flow occurs, the pointed tip blade exhibits better aerodynamic force characteristic than the NREL blade. The torque value of the pointed tip blade becomes around 8%–10% higher than that of the NREL blade. In addition, the thrust force is reduced a little for the pointed tip blade, which results in higher power and better stability of the pointed tip blade compared to the NREL blade. The lower thrust force value at higher wind speed also gives the possibility of lower deformation of the tip. Therefore, it can be concluded that pointed tip blade has more advantages from the point of view of power production and also has the possibility of lower deflection than the NREL blade shape. In addition, the reduction of the shape may also help in structural stability which he hope to prove by structural analysis in future work.
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